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KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• A long time ago, in a jungle far 

away, a beautiful leopard cub 

named Momu was born.

• In those days, leopards were 

just one color all over.

• Momu was a good leopard, 

but he was not neat.

• While his parents were gone, 

he painted their house.

• Momu got brown spots on 

his body that he could not 

wash off.

• All the leopards wanted spots, 

so Momu painted them, too.

Key Vocabulary

jungle (p. 3) 

village (p. 3) 

leopard (p. 3) 

spots (p. 4)

neat (p. 7) 

messy (p. 9)

watering 
hole (p. 10)

tracked (p. 12)

clean (p. 15) 

plan (p. 19)

shed (p. 21)

paint (p. 22)

Idiomatic Expressions

show him off (p. 4)

sun sank low in the sky (p. 27)

fell asleep (p. 27)

put him to bed (p. 30)

Explain that a folktale is a 

fictional story that has been 

passed down over many years. 

Many folktales, including this 

one, explain why things are 

the way they are. They often 

include animals with human 

characteristics and take place 

long ago. 

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL L  OVERALL RATING Moderately Complex

GENRE Folktale

WHY THIS TEXT?

In this fun folktale, the author explains how leopards changed from having no 

spots long ago to having lots of spots today. With engaging characters and colorful 

illustrations, readers will root for Momu as he tries his best to please his parents and 

be neater than ever. They will learn how Momu gives leopards their spots! 

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Folktales make-believe (adj.), story (n.), retold (v.)

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2

❍  Setting ......................................................... 4

❍  Author’s Purpose ......................................... 6

❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Oral Reading Record

Comprehension Quiz

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Setting

Author’s Purpose
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GENERATE INTEREST

Prompt children to make predictions and share 

connections.

• What do you know about folktales? 

• What do you know about leopards?

BUILD VOCABULARY

Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 

vocabulary and explore language connections.

• make-believe (adj.), story (n.), retold (v.)

Key Ideas & Details

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• . . . a beautiful leopard cub was born. His mother and 

father . . . called him Momu. 

• . . . just one color all over. They were a beautiful brown-

yellow. No stripes, no spots, and no patches . . . 

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

Explain that cub is a word to describe some baby 

animals, including leopards. 

Spanish cognate: leopardo (leopard)

Who are the main characters? (Momu and his parents) What 

kind of animal are they? (leopards) What does Momu look 

like? (beautiful, brown-yellow all over—no stripes, spots, or 

patches)

Create a Visual Draw a story structure chart and explain that 

children will use the chart to keep track of the story as they 

read. Begin by listing the main characters and the setting.

3–5

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Momu was not perfect. He wasn’t very neat. As hard as 

he tried, Momu just couldn’t do anything neatly.  

• “Tomorrow, I’ll be neat,” said Momu. “We know you’ll 

try,” said his parents.

English Learner Support

Encourage children to look at the pictures to 

inform their explanations. Provide this sentence 

frame: Momu could try harder by .

How is Momu not perfect? (He isn’t very neat.) What does 

Momu tell his parents? (“Tomorrow I’ll be neat.”) What do 

they reply? (“We know you’ll try.”)

Reread Have children reread the chapter and decide 

if Momu really does try to be neat. Ask them to explain 

their answers. Then have them suggest how Momu could 

try harder.

6–17
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• There had to be a way to show everyone that he could 

be neat. . . . their house . . . It needed new paint.

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

Pair English learners with stronger English 

speakers to make predictions about Momu’s plan.

Spanish cognate: pintura (paint)

18–21

What does Momu want to do? (show he can be neat) 

What does he notice about the house? (It needed 

new paint.)

Discuss Have children predict what Momu’s plan might 

be. Ask them to tell the text or picture clues that helped 

them make their prediction.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Momu would paint the house. He’d be very neat. He 

would be neater than he had ever been!

• “I’ll paint the house a lovely dark brown.”

English Learner Support

Multiple-meaning word: shed

Explain that a shed is a small building where 

people store supplies. 

22–23

What is Momu’s plan? (to paint the house) How does 

he think he’s going to do it? (very neat; neater than he 

has ever been) What color is he going to paint it? (dark 

brown)

Discuss Have children discuss if their prediction about 

Momu’s plan was correct. Then have them predict if 

Momu will be able to paint neatly and tell why they 

think so.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• They saw . . . the brown spots on his body.

• . . . Momu’s parents painted spots on themselves. . . . 

Momu painted . . . the other leopards. 

• He filled the brush with paint and shook it. Then every 

leopard was covered with beautiful spots.

30–32

What is on Momu’s body? (brown spots) Where do 

they come from? (the brown paint) What do Momu’s 

parents do? (paint spots on themselves) How do the 

other leopards get spots? (Momu paints them.)

Discuss Have children discuss why, according to this 

folktale, leopards have spots.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• But the more he hurried, the more he spilled. “It will 

wash off,” he thought. “Soon I’ll be very clean and 

neat again.”

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Have children sketch what happens next.

 ■  ■  I predict that Momu will .

 ■  Tell what you think will happen next and the 
clues you used to make the prediction.

26–27

What happens the more Momu tries to hurry? (He 

spills more paint.) What does he say about the mess? 

(“It will wash off. Soon I’ll be very clean and neat again.”)

Guide Remind children of the title of the story as they 

look at the pictures of Momu. Have them think about 

the predictions they made about Momu being able to 

paint neatly and then decide if Momu will be clean and 

neat again.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• Why is the setting important to a story?

Setting

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Setting. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 

relevant Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Once upon a time, in a jungle village far, far away . . .

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

Explain that this story is a folktale, and folktales 

often include animals that act like humans. 

Prompt children to discuss if leopards live in a 

home like humans.

Spanish cognate: jungla ( jungle)

3

Where does this story take place? (in a jungle village 

far, far away) Where is the leopard family on page 3? 

(in their home)

Guide Remind children that they can look for clues 

about a story’s setting in the text and in pictures. Discuss 

the text clues that tell them where the story takes place. 

Then discuss the picture clues that tell them where the 

family is.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• One day his friend Elephant thought it would be fun 

to play in the mud at the watering hole. So did Momu. 

Soon they were covered in mud. . . .

English Learner Support

Explain that a watering hole is where animals go 

to find water.

10–11

Where are Momu and Elephant? (at the watering hole) 

What is it like there? (muddy)

Create a Visual Draw a concept web for children to 

keep track of details that describe the setting. Have them 

continue to look for picture and text clues that describe 

the jungle village setting. 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• The next day, Momu and Lion went to the woods. They 

stopped to rest under a gumberry tree. 

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Point to the gumberry tree.

 ■  ■  Where do Lion and Momu stop to rest?

 ■  Where does this part of the story take place?

14–15

Where are Momu and Lion? (the woods) What kind of 

tree do they stop to rest under? (a gumberry tree)

Discuss Have children look for clues in the text and 

pictures that describe the woods and the gumberry tree. 

Add these to the concept web you created.

4
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• His room was a mess. 

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

Display the picture and identify the items 

shown. Have children repeat the words.

18

Where is Momu? (in his bedroom) What does it look 

like? (a mess)

Discuss Prompt children to look at the picture of 

Momu’s room and describe what they see. Have them tell 

why it is messy and how Momu could make it neat.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• By afternoon, there was still a lot to paint.

• When the sun sank low in the sky . . .  

• When night fell, Momu’s parents came back home.

• PICTURE CLUES

English Learner Support

Draw pictures to help children understand 

the phrases by the time the sun was high in the 

sky, when the sun sank low in the sky, and when 

night fell.

24–29

What time is it on page 26? (afternoon) What time is 

it on page 27? (evening) When do Momu’s parents 

come home? (at night)

Reread Have children explain how they know what time 

of day it is. Encourage them to cite both text and picture 

clues. Then have them reread pages 22–28 and discuss 

how long Momu worked to paint the house.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• The next day, Momu’s parents painted spots on 

themselves. Then Momu and his parents went for a 

walk in the jungle. The other leopards saw their spots 

and wanted some of their own. . . . Soon the news 

spread all across the jungle and beyond.

• Other leopards came from far away to get spots.

30–32

When do Momu’s parents paint spots on 

themselves? (the next day) Where do they go for a 

walk? (in the jungle)

Guide Remind children that this story tells how all 

leopards got their spots. Help children understand how 

the setting is important in the family showing off their 

spots in the jungle to all the other leopards.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• The next morning, Momu sat under a tree. . . .

• That very day, Momu’s mother and father were going 

out to hunt for food.

• Then he ran out to the shed.

• PICTURE CLUES

19–23

Where is Momu on page 19? (under a tree) What time 

of day is it? (morning) When do his parents leave to 

hunt for food? (that very day) Where does Momu go 

after his parents leave? (to the shed)

Discuss Prompt children to discuss how the setting 

changes on these pages. Talk about how the change of 

setting helps Momu with his plan to be neat.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION

• How can you figure out the author’s purpose for writing?

Author’s Purpose

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Author’s Purpose. For additional support on the concept, refer to 

the relevant Tabletop Minilesson.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Once upon a time, in a jungle village far, far away, . . .

English Learner Support

If children have trouble with the concept of 

folktales, give more clues to what they are and 

help them think of folktales they know from their 

own culture or family. 

3

What words does the author use to begin this story? 

(once upon a time) Where is the jungle village? (far, 

far away)

Guide Explain that when a story begins Once upon a time, 

it often means it’s a folktale, a fictional story passed down 

over many years. Point out that the author’s purpose for 

writing a folktale is to entertain. Tell children that many 

folktales explain why things are the way they are.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• In those days, leopards were just one color all over. 

They were a beautiful brown-yellow. No stripes, no 

spots, and no patches covered their bodies.

English Learner Support

Show children a picture of a leopard and point 

out how it is different from the leopards in the 

story.

4–5

What did leopards look like in those days? ( just one 

color all over; beautiful brown-yellow; no stripes, no spots, 

and no patches covered their bodies)

Discuss Prompt children to recall the title of the 

story. Then have them discuss why the author includes 

information about what leopards looked like long ago.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• All the animals in the village liked him.  

• Momu was not perfect. He wasn’t very neat.

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Point to the pictures that show Momu being 
messy.

 ■  ■  How many times is Momu messy?

 ■  Why does the author show Momu being 
messy?

6–17

In the chapter “Momu Grows Up,” what do readers 

learn about Momu? (that all the animals like him but he 

isn’t very neat)

Reread Have children reread pages 6–17 to recall what 

they learn about Momu. Prompt them to discuss the 

events that occur in the chapter. Then ask them why this 

information is important to the story.

6
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

TEXT EVIDENCE

• Momu was tired of being messy. But as hard as he 

tried, he just couldn’t be neat. Everything he owned 

was a mess! What could he do to prove he could be 

neat?

• Momu smiled. He had a plan!

English Learner Support

Display the picture of Momu’s room to explain 

that when something is messy, it is not tidy or 

neat. The word neat is the opposite of messy.

18–19

What is Momu’s problem? (He can’t be neat, and he’s 

tired of being messy. Everything he owns is a mess.) What 

does he want to do? (prove he could be neat) Why does 

Momu smile? (He has a plan.)

Guide Explain that the author shares Momu’s problem 

and then leaves readers guessing what his plan to solve it 

is. Tell children that authors do this to make readers want 

to keep reading the story.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• “This should be easy,” thought Momu. 

• The ground was covered with paint. 

• But the more he hurried, the more he spilled. 

• “I’ll just wash off this mess,” But he was so tired that 

he fell asleep.

24–27

What does Momu think about painting the house? (It 

should be easy.) What does he see all over the ground? 

(paint) What happens the more he hurries? (He spills 

more paint.) Why doesn’t he clean up the mess? (He 

falls asleep.)

Discuss Prompt children to review the pictures and text 

and share clues that the author’s purpose is to entertain.

TEXT EVIDENCE

• “. . . it looks like you painted yourself. . . .” “. . . Now 

these spots won’t come off!”

English Learner Support

 ■  ■  ■  Momu has  on his fur.

 ■  ■ What is on Momu’s fur? What happened?

 ■  Describe how Momu looks after painting.

28–29

What won’t come off Momu’s fur? (spots) What are 

the spots? (brown paint)

Guide Lead children to recall that this is a folktale that 

explains why something is the way it is. Have them 

discuss what the author wanted to explain in this story 

and then summarize why the leopard has spots. 

TEXT EVIDENCE

• So Momu painted spots on the other leopards.

• He filled the brush with paint and shook it.

English Learner Support

Pair English learners with stronger English 

speakers to find clues that the author wrote this 

folktale to entertain readers.

30–32

How do all the other leopards get spots? (Momu 

paints them on; he fills his brush with paint and shakes it on 

the leopards.)

Create a Visual Prompt children to recall that this 

author wrote to entertain. Draw a concept web. Write 

“Entertain” in the center circle. Prompt children to tell 

how the author entertained the reader. Record their 

responses in the outer circles.
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Hands-On Activity

Examine Jungle Animals

• Make a list of the jungle 

animals you see in the 

folktale and any others you 

know.

• Make a flashcard for each 

animal. On one side of an 

index card, write facts about 

the animal, such as how 

much it weighs, what it likes 

to eat, and so on.

• On the other side, draw 

a picture of the animal or 

attach a printed photo.

• Combine your flashcards 

with the other children in the 

group. Then play card games 

with the group such as Go 

Fish or a matching game. 

GUIDE INSTRUCTION

Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 

and support one or more of the activities below.

GENERATE INTEREST

• What did you like about this story? 

• What would you like to learn about leopards?

Respond & Extend

Research Connection

Research Leopard Cubs

• Search online or in 

nonfiction books to learn 

more about leopard cubs.

• Write three facts you learn 

that you find interesting 

about these baby animals.

• Print a picture to go with 

your research.

• Share what you learned with 

the group.

Response Writing

Write a Folktale

• Think of another animal you 

can write a folktale about. 

Then decide what you would 

like your folktale to explain 

about the animal, such as 

why a tiger has stripes or 

why a dog barks.

• Plan your folktale, including 

the characters and main 

events.

• Write your folktale and draw 

a picture to go with it.

• Share your folktale and 

picture with the group.

Project

Paint Spots on a Leopard 

• On a large sheet of paper, 

draw an outline of Momu the 

leopard.

• Paint Momu with gold paint. 

Allow the paint to dry.

• Take your painting outdoors 

and set it on the ground. 

Then dip a large paintbrush 

in brown paint and shake 

paint onto your painting.

• Share your picture with the 

group.

Vocabulary & Language

Use Adjective Opposites

• Review the text and write 

down at least five adjectives 

you find, such as beautiful, 

clean, dirty, messy, neat, and 

so on.

• Next to each adjective, write 

a word that has the opposite 

meaning.

• Draw a picture to go with 

each pair of opposites.

• Share your opposite pairs 

with the group.
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